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ABSTRACT
In recent years, text-aware collaborative filtering methods have
been proposed to address essential challenges in recommendations
such as data sparsity, cold start problem and long-tail distribution.
However, many of these text-oriented methods rely heavily on
the availability of text information for every user and item, which
obviously does not hold in real-world scenarios. Furthermore, spe-
cially designed network structures for text processing are highly
inefficient for on-line serving and are hard to integrate into current
systems.

In this paper, we propose a flexible neural recommendation
framework, named Review Regularized Recommendation, short as
R3. It consists of a neural collaborative filtering part that focuses on
prediction output, and a text processing part that serves as a regu-
larizer. This modular design incorporates text information as richer
data sources in the training phase while being highly friendly for
on-line serving as it needs no on-the-fly text processing in serving
time. Our preliminary results show that by using a simple text pro-
cessing approach, it could achieve better prediction performance
than state-of-the-art text-aware methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the era of Big Data, for most IT related companies, recommen-
dation systems(RecSys) are playing increasingly important roles
in boosting their businesses. Currently, Collaborative Filtering(CF)
based RecSys and its variants are the most commonly used ones,
which stems from a very core assumption that users who pur-
chased(or watched, followed, visited, .etc) similar items shall have
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similar preference and would enjoy items that share similar fea-
tures. How to accurately model and therefore measure the simi-
larity between users and items has been a heated research topic
over decades. Most modern neural network based algorithms use
latent representations(embeddings) to model users and items, and
these embeddings are usually computed by factorizing the rating or
interaction matrix(Matrix Factorization,MF). MF has been proven
to work well for varied recommendation tasks and serves as the
building blocks for more complicated RecSys architecture[11].

However, MF has several major weaknesses. Firstly, it only con-
siders the numerical rating matrix while discarding many useful
information like timestamps, order, and texts(reviews, comments
or product descriptions). With rich text information in many web
services, simply ignoring text data would be a huge waste and there
shall be promising potential improvements if we could incorporate
these side information into RecSys. Furthermore, since MF is using
latent representations, it is hard to explain to the users why such
recommendations are made, i.e., the lack of interpretability, which
is naturally a consequence of considering solely rating matrix. Fi-
nally, due to the extreme sparsity of the rating matrix, MF is easily
subject to severe over-fitting, as in [18], authors reported that their
model started to over-fit after the first epoch of training. Thus, most
MF algorithms apply strong regularizers to the latent factors or
only use the simplest interaction function (dot product) to model
the relationship between users and items, to avoid over-fitting.

In recent years, to overcome the aforementioned challenges, re-
searchers in RecSys started trying to utilize those usually discarded
side information and come up with RecSys frameworks that are
more robust and interpretable [6, 12, 14–16]. Currently, most such
frameworks choose to incorporate the text information of user re-
views that is readily available in many web services. They also
share the same core idea that user reviews could on the one hand
reflect the preference of users and on the other hand character-
ize the features of products. By forcing, or regularizing the latent
factors to represent these preferences and features, RecSys could
give explanations on why a recommendation is made, therefore
make it more convincing. Meanwhile, by incorporating extra infor-
mation, one would expect the numerical performance( in terms of
recall/precision) of such RecSys would also improve.

There are two major approaches to deal with review text. One
is traditional statistical topics modeling like LDA. The other is by
using neural approaches like recurrent neural network or neural
attention that are widely used in Natural Language Processing
community. The statistical approaches are classic, having clear in-
terpretable meanings and cheap to compute, but they are restricted
to only a small portion of usage cases ( like topics modeling) due to
its intractable posterior, and are not suitable for modeling varied
kind of text-related tasks. The main stream of neural approaches
are powerful and flexible enough to deal with most kinds of text
related tasks. Yet so far, these text-aware neural networks assume
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the availability of related text for every user and item, which is def-
initely not the case for real-world applications. Furthermore, these
methods use the same architecture for training and inferencing,
which means in the inference phase, the models need to complete
complicated text processing tasks on-the-fly. This would signifi-
cantly increase the inference latency, which would be unacceptable
for either users and providers.

To address these problems, we propose the R3, a flexible neural
recommendation framework, which inherits the two-part structure
from [6]. The main part is a neural collaborative filtering module
that takes the user and item embeddings as input and does the actual
prediction. The other part is a text-aware regularizer that forces the
item embeddings to be meaningful, which is only taking effect in
the training phase. With this design, the neural model could utilize
as much text information the in training phase, and could also avoid
the significant latency increase in the serving phase. Furthermore,
unlike highly text-oriented models, it still works where the related
text is missing. The whole framework is modular so that we could
adopt different scoring functions and regularizers based on the
actual need. We show in experiments that a straightforward version
of R3 could achieve better prediction performance than state-of-
the-art text-aware methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
briefly introduce the foundations of collaborative filtering and re-
lated work. In section 3 we detail the design and training scheme
of R3. Experiments are then discussed in section 4 to demonstrate
its effectiveness. In section 5 we will discuss potential extensions
that may further improve the performance or integrate with other
recommendation methods. The summary and conclusion will be
drawn in the last section.

2 BACK GROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In a standard setting of latent collaborating filtering model, the
predicted rating of user i for an item j is given by

rec(i, j) = α + βi + βj + rel(ui , vj ), (1)

where α is the global offset ( mean) of all ratings, and βi and βj
is the local offset of user i and item j respectively. And rel(ui , vj )
is the relevance function that model the interaction ( preference)
between user i and item j, taking the latent representation ui and
vj as input.

The task of learning would be to find the optimal parameters

Θ̂ = argmin
Θ

1
| |D | |

∑
ri , j ∈D

(rec(i, j) − ri , j )
2 + λΩ(Θ), (2)

where D is the training data set, Ω(Θ) is the regularization function
on parameters Θ, with most commonly used one to be L-2 norm,
and λ is regularization coefficient.

Classical collaborative filtering methods use dot product as rele-
vance function and L-2 norm as regularization function. The param-
eters could be either computed through Singular Value Decomposit-
ion[9] or sampling[7]. Later as the size of data set getting increas-
ingly bigger, mini-batch stochastic gradient descent became the de
facto method for finding optimal parameters.

In addition to L-2 norm, in [6] and [14], the authors propose
to use LDA as regularizer for item embeddings to overcome data-
sparsity and cold-start problem, so as tomake the output embedding
more explainable.

In [17], CNN-based text processing was first introduced into col-
laborative filtering. Users(ui ) and items(vj ) are represented by the
aggregations of review text embedding they post or received. Then
in [2], neural attention was adopted on top of CNN text processor to
learn the usefulness of review and thus improve recommendation
quality.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 The R3 Model
We now detail the design of our proposed framework. The paradigm
is shown as figure 1.
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Figure 1: Paradigm of R3. The Left part is the rating part,
the right part is the regularization part. Note that both parts
share the same item embedding layer

The R3 model consists of two parts, one is the user-item rating
part, which serves as the relevance function rec(i, j). The inputs
are user ID i , and item ID j, which are mapped to dense vectors ui
and vj , of length K , by user embedding and item embedding layers
respectively. Then we compute and flatten the outer product of ui
and vj , a similar design to [10], which was shown to increase the
features interactivity. The concatenation of ui , vj and the flatten
outer product is fed into a linear regressor to compute the predicted
rating rec(i, j). One could of course choose to use other functions
like MLP here, but in this work, we attend to use simple functions.

The other part is the review regularization part, which is a func-
tion recR (j,Rj ,k ), taking as input the item ID j and one piece of its
associated review text Rj ,k . Note that in the training phase, this
item ID j does not need to be the same as that in the rating part. One
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could set another data generator that draws the item ID and review
piece separately from ( User ID, Item ID) pairs. The item ID is also
mapped to vj using the same embedding layer as rating part. The
padded review text sequence of fixed length L is mapped to a ma-
trixH ∈ RL×DR using word embeddings generated by word2vector
model[5] trained on Google News dataset. During the training we
fixed word embeddings and set DR = 300. The review matrix H
is then fed into a CNN text processing layer, which consists of
K filters of size w × DR , and outputs a matrix M ∈ RL×K . Each
filter functions as a simple neural tokenizer to extract phrases up to
w-gram. We choosew = 3 as reported is in [17],and in NLP tasks,
phrase length larger then 3 is rarely used.

To focus on keywords that may characterize product features,
we feed vj andM into a single-head-attention layer as detailed in
[13] with Q =Wqvj as query, K =WkM as keys and V =WvM
as values, where Wq ,Wk ,Wv are parameter matrices of the layer.
The output of this layer would be a vector zj ,k of size K , which
is the weighted sum of values V by attention scores calculated
as so f tmax(QKT ). The final review output recR (j,Rj ,k ) is the dot
product of vj and zj ,k . The effect of this part is to force the item
embedding vj to be meaningful by extracting and matching key
words in review, that may characterize the item features.

We use both parts’ output in the training phase. Yet in the infer-
ence phase, only the rating part is needed.

Note that there are not limitations on putting a regularizer on
user embeddings. One could definitely do so when it is suitable for
their use cases. The reason we only apply the text regularizer on
item side is that in our experimental cases, the associated text are
reviews for items, which means the text is item-centric, and we nat-
urally expect that the these reviews shall characterize the features
of items, and be beneficial for training high quality, meaningful
embeddings for items.

3.2 Optimization of R3 Model
For the rating prediction output rec(i, j), as in conventional regres-
sion task, we would like to minimize the mean-square-error(MSE)

LD =
1

| |D | |

∑
(i , j ,ri , j )∈D

(rec(i, j) − ri , j )
2, (3)

whereD is the training data set, and (i, j, ri , j ) is one training sample
of user ID, item ID and rating.

As for the regularization output recR (j,Rj ,k ), one straightfor-
ward way is to also treat it as a regression task, minimizing the
MSE loss

LR =
1

| |R | |

∑
(j ,Rj ,k ,r j ,k )∈R

(recR (j,Rj ,k ) − r j ,k )
2, (4)

where (j,Rj ,k , r j ,k ) the a training entry of item ID, one piece of
review for this item and the associated rating with this review. R is
then the training data set of all these entries, which is normally a
subset of D that only contains entries with meaningful reviews. In
our setting, meaningful means the review has at least 3 words.

As pointed out in [4], in a multi-task learning setting as we here,
simply adding these two losses together, maybe with fixed weights,
is not an ideal choice. Even in cases where fixed weights might
work well, finding the optimal weights is time consuming. Thus

in this work, we adopt the proposed solution in [4]. Specifically,
the loss function would be uncertainty weighted sum of rating
prediction error LD and review regularization error LR , plus L-2
norm on model parameters

Loss =
1
σ 2
a
LD +

1
σ 2
b

LR + loдσaσb + λ | |Θ| |
2, (5)

where σa and σb are self-adaptive parameters representing the
degree of uncertainty of the two tasks during training, which would
automatically balance the two sub-losses for us. To optimize the
final loss, we use mini-batch SGD with Adam optimizer.

4 EXPERIMENTS
Competing Methods. To evaluate the effectiveness of our frame-

work, we compare R3 with two kinds of competing methods. One
kind is the conventional matrix factorization methods that only
account for rating scores. The other kind is those that incorpo-
rate text review information into the models, including HFT and
DeepCoNN.

• Stats. A pure statistical model that calculates the global and
local means. No latent factors involved.

• PMF. Probabilistic Matrix Factorization[7]. Assume latent
factors are generated from Gaussian distribution. Equivalent
to (2) with regularization function been L-2 norm of latent
factors.

• HFT. Hidden Factor as Topic proposed in [6], which use
LDA topical model to regularize the latent factors of items.

• DeepCoNN. Deep Cooperative Neural Networks proposed
in [17], jointly models user and item from textual reviews,
representing user and item by the embeddings of review
words.

For HFT1 and DeepCoNN2, we used the implementation published
on open source website. For Stats and PMF we used our own imple-
mentation.

Data Sets and Evaluation Metrics. In this work we will mainly
focus on the numerical rating prediction, evaluated by Root-Mean-
Sqrt-Error of the test set, as were done in the original papers of
competing methods. We use 3 sub-categories( Movie&TV, Video
Games and Electronics) of the commonly Amazon Reviews Data
set 2018 version3. Table 1 shows the statistics of the 3 data sets
used in experiments. These data sets consist of millions of user
review records from Amazon shopping platform from May 1996 to
August 2018. Each record contains the reviewer ID, item ID, rating,
time-stamp and review text if available. We only used records that
are later than Jan-01-2013. As mentioned before, some competing
algorithms require that every user and item shall have at least one
review. So we preprocessed the data sets by filtering out users and
items so that each user and item will have at least 5 associated
reviews.(We shall point out that our framework does not have this
limitation.) Then we kept the last rating in time of a user as the
held-out test set and the rest as the training set. The splitting ratio is
around 1:10. We further split 1/10 of the training set as a validation
set for hyper-parameters tuning.
1http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/ jmcauley/code/code_RecSys13.tar.gz
2https://github.com/chenchongthu/DeepCoNN
3https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/index.html
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Table 1: Data sets statistics after preprocessing( name of cat-
egory; number of users; number of items; number of rat-
ings/reviews; Sparsity. In this version of datasets, each rat-
ing is associated with 5 pieces of reviews. And each user or
item has at least 5 ratings/reviews. )

Category #Users #Items #Ratings/Reviews Sparsity

Video Games 29,676 22,995 286,985 0.042%
Movie&TV 176,262 42,228 2,168,289 0.029%
Electronics 438,659 121,073 4,566,967 0.008%

Parameter Settings. There are various hyper-parameters of all
these competing methods, and different hyper-parameters settings
might lead to significant performance deviation. In order for a
fair comparison, we fixed the rank of latent embeddings to be
8, somehow arbitrarily, and tuning other parameters using the
validation set. Since HFT and DeepCoNN were also evaluated on
Amazon data sets, and delicate hyper-parameters choosing have
been done by original authors, we directly used their reported
values for structural parameters like the number and width of
layers. We did tune the learning rates and early stopping epochs
using the validation set, as these parameters are highly sensitive
and yet critically important to performance.

Table 2: Rating prediction results of test set, in Root-Mean-
Square-Error

Category/RMSE Stats PMF HFT DeepCoNN R3
Video Games 1.321 1.168 1.095 1.102 1.070
Movie&TV 1.049 1.019 1.000 1.002 0.974
Electronics 1.213 1.256 1.184 1.193 1.178

Rating Prediction Results. Table 2 shows the rating prediction re-
sults of all methods involved. For all 3 testing data sets, our proposed
framework R3 achieved the lowest RMSE scores. On Movie&TV,
R3’s RMSE is significantly lower than the second best models. Com-
paring to non-text-aware models, text information as an extra train-
ing source always improves the model performance. One major
difference in utilizing text between R3 and the others ( HFT and
DeepCoNN) is that the later methods use the collection of all re-
views for one item as the side information in one training entry,
no matter what the rating is. While R3 deals with different pieces
of reviews separately, so the model could capture the keywords’
semantics more accurately depending on the rating.

We could also note that data sparsity is one of the key factors
that affects model performance. When data sparsity is mild, even
a simple model like PMF could achieve much better performance
than the Stats model. As the sparsity increases, the advantage over
Stats model then narrows. For PMF model, it is even worse than
Stats on Electronics data sets. This shows the necessity for a strong
regularizer like the one used by R3, in scenarios where data is highly
sparse.

Table 3: Inference speed of selected algorithms, measured in
micro seconds per entry, batch size = 1024

Category/Micro Seconds DeepCoNN R3
Video Games 199 0.428
Movie&TV 229 0.418
Electronics 230 0.418

Inference Speed. To demonstrate the efficiency of R3 in inference
phase, we compared its inference speed with DeepCoNN 4, both
implemented using tensorflow. For each category, we measured the
inference time by averaging the inference time for 100 batches of
size 1024. All experiments were conducted off-line on a server with
i7-9700K CPU and 1080Ti GPU. Table 3 shows the speed test result.
On all 3 tested categories of data, R3 is around 500 times faster than
DeepCoNN. This speed improvement is expected as in inference
time, R3 only needs to look up two embeddings ( user and item) then
perform an outer product between themselves, followed by a dot
product with final weights, with constant time complexity of O(K2).
On the contrary, DeepCoNN still needs to process the review text (
or at least the their encoded indices), which could vary in length,
and look up all the word embeddings, and perform convolution
operations on them. These costly operations might be tolerable in
training phase but most of the time prohibitive in on-line services.
Note that in real-world use cases, there are normally more features
besides user and item ids, as such date, time, historical CTR/CVR
and so on. As long as these features are easy to fetch and embed,
including them into the inference phase model will not increase
that much latency. What we are trying to avoid in serving time, is
the costly processing, embedding and convolution operations of
lengthy text information.

5 POTENTIAL EXTENSIONS
Benefiting from the modular design, R3 is highly flexible and easy
to integrate with other network structures. For the scoring part,
besides the user and item embeddings, one could extend the rele-
vance function to include other types of features as inputs like in
[3, 8], or change the relevance function to either linear regression,
MLP, or more complicated functions, as long as they work well
and are within latency tolerance. For the scoring part, one could
choose to use other methods like Neural Topic Modeling in [1], or
to regularize users embeddings as [6] did. These are directions that
we could further investigate in the future.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a flexible neural recommendation frame-
work R3, which utilizes review text as regularizer. Our experiments
show that compared to state-of-the-art text-aware methods, it could
achieve better prediction performance while preserving highly effi-
cient serving speed. There are many potential directions to further
integrate into this framework to further improve its effectiveness.

4HFT was written in pure C++ and the inference function is run in single thread. It
won’t be a fair comparison to include it here
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